By Jane Yolen, pictures by Bruce Degen

Name ________________

Date _____

Sequence the following story events in order,
a through j:
_____1.
_____2.
_____3.
_____4.
_____5.
_____6.

They use the secret weapon.
The crew sees a black hole.
The crew argues about who sings best.
Jake presses buttons and turns wheels.
Everyone got in the sky skimmer.
They find out they are stuck on
something pink.
_____7. Doc Peeper pokes a pole at the tongue.
_____8. They are stuck in space or on something.
_____9. They figure out it is a big black mouth.
_____10. Doc Peeper figures out it is a tongue.

Answer Key

Commander Toad and the Big Black Hole
By Jane Yolen, pictures by Bruce Degen

Sequence the following story events in order, a through j:
__j__1. They use the secret weapon.
__a__2. The crew sees a black hole.
__b__3. The crew argues about who sings best.
__g__4. Jake presses buttons and turns wheels.
__h__5. Everyone got in the sky skimmer.
__d__6. They find out they are stuck on
something pink.
__i__7. Doc Peeper pokes a pole at the tongue.
__c__8. They are stuck in space or on something.
__f__9. They figure out it is a big black mouth.
__e__10. Doc Peeper figures out it is a tongue.
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